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Visual provided in
Background Papers

Column to be added to highlight which Committee owns Finance,
each strategic risk.
Audit and
Risk
Manager

10 May
2022

2/2022

Members to be provided confirmation of which projects Director of
sit outside £12m budget.
Finance and
Commercial
Services

10 May
2022

Recommended for
Closure
Implemented from Full
Authority 30 March
2022 onwards.
Recommended for
Closure
Slides have been
included in the
background reading
pack which show the
updated financial
position as at P12 (as
compared to P9
presented at the last
PDC), and further
detail as requested by
Members regarding
the confidence in the
forecast (members
were particularly
interested in the
capital, but this also
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8.
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10.

10 May
2022

7.
11.

Members to be provided written briefing on proposals to Deputy
integrate 61016 with ControlWorks and what steps there Chief
were to ensure integration did not negatively impact Constable
service delivery.

6.

Thematic – The
Victim Service
Experience

5.

16
February
2022

shows the revenue).
The core capital
showed a high level of
confidence of
delivering against the
budget, achieved
through overprogramming and
factoring in slippage.
Similarly, significant
work has gone into
managing spend
against the £10m
grant-in-aid from DfT,
particularly in respect
of the £4m estates
remediation spend
against this late grant.
Comparison of these
latest forecasts will be
made against the
actual outturn to be
presented in the
committee meeting.
Recommended for
Closure
Provided in
Background Papers
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Thematic – The
Victim Service
Experience

Members to be provided written briefing on what Deputy
proportion of non-emergency calls are made by industry Chief
and what steps there are to encourage increased industry Constable
reporting.

10 May
2022

Recommended for
Closure
Provided in
Background Papers

5/2022

16
February
2022

Legitimacy
Performance
Q3 21/22

10 May
2022

Recommended for
Closure
Convened for 4 May
2022 – three Members
are scheduled to
attend.

6/2022

16
February
2022

Legitimacy
Performance
Q3 21/22

Members to be invited to regional firearms/taser training Deputy
session.
Chief
Constable in
liaison with
Member
Engagement
Manager
Head of Strategy, Planning and Engagement to be briefed T/ACC Allan
outside of meeting on rollout of personal devices to front Gregory
line officers.

10 May
2022

7/2022

16
February
2022

Committee
Workplan
22/23

Consideration to be given to including football policing as Chief
a thematic during 22/23.
Financial
Officer

10 May
2022

Recommended for
Closure
Head of Strategy
Planning and
Engagement has been
in touch with T/ACC
and is satisfied this
action can be closed.
Recommended for
Closure
Reflected in
Committee Workplan
22/23
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10.
11.
12.
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2.

Date:

10 May 2022

Subject:

Custody Oversight

Author:

Governance Manager

Sponsor:

Head of Governance and Compliance

For:

Information and Decision

Purpose of the paper

5.

1.

4.

Performance and Delivery Committee
3.

Report to:

2.

Recommendations
2.1

Members are asked to note the latest position set out at section four of this
paper in relation to the different strands of custody oversight.

2.2

Members are invited to consider and determine whether:
the current approach towards custody oversight provides sufficient
assurance; and

•

annual reporting through the Performance and Delivery Committee
remains the appropriate forum and frequency.

8.

•

7.

3.

6.

1.1 This paper summarises the latest position in respect of our oversight of BTP
custody. It provides updates on the various strands of custody oversight. The
oversight of custody is a small but important element of BTPA’s work in assuring
the legitimacy of BTP as a police force - operating with the confidence and
support of the public.

Background

In February 2020, the Authority was reminded of its duties in respect of custody
oversight. It was recognised at this time that further work was required to
strengthen this area, particularly at committee level and that future reporting
from BTP would be required to help the Authority ensure that oversight duties
in this area are properly discharged. A report was tabled at this Committee in
May 2021 as part of this duty and it was agreed that an annual report alongside
a quarterly dashboard would be provided.

11.

3.2

10.

There is a clear duty on BTPA to ensure adequate oversight of BTP’s use of
custody. Subjecting an individual to detention deprives them of their liberty, is
intrusive and risk laden and, as such, is highly regulated and an area of national
interest. It is therefore essential that the use of custody is legitimate and seen
as such by the public. BTPA’s role in providing this assurance is key, not only as
the legal entity and employer but as the oversight body.

9.

3.1

12.
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3.6

BTPA’s assurance work in respect of custody is currently monitored through the
following routes:

7.

BTP operates one custody suite in London. Responsibility for assuring the safe
operation of that suite rests solely with BTP and BTPA. For other detentions in
London and all BTP detention elsewhere, BTP uses the custody facilities of the
local police force. In those cases, responsibility for assurance on the safety of
detention rests on the Force operating that facility and on BTP in respect of the
legitimate use of detention.

6.

3.5

5.

There was also a discussion about juvenile detention, which was an outstanding
action from the HMICFRS inspection in January 2020 and related to a lack of
secure accommodation for juveniles. Responsibility for supervised/secure
accommodation for juveniles sits with local authorities, as police custody is
clearly not the right place for juveniles to spend extended time but inevitably
juveniles end up in police custody on occasion. BTP has a policy in place to keep
juveniles out of custody but has adapted two cells at Brewery Road specifically
for juveniles where there is no more suitable alternative secure
accommodation.

4.

3.4

3.

The key messages from the discussion in 2021 were that there was a strong
advocacy for retaining the Force’s custody capability in London from the Deputy
Chief Constable, who advised that 30% of individuals taken into custody by BTP
were processed at Brewery Road. It would be cost prohibitive to maintain
dedicated BTP custody nationally and the arrangements in place to use Home
Office force facilities were working with only a marginal impact on those forces.
The Deputy stated that the costs of those forces providing custody to BTP were
arguably offset through other collaborative work such as access to BTP’s CCTV
capabilities and joint proactive operations amongst others.

2.

3.3

8.
9.

• Operational level – BTP hold monthly custody meetings chaired by Chief
Inspector Melissa Cunningham and attended by the BTPA Governance
Manager. These are mainly focused on BTP owned custody facilities but
consider joint working with HO forces as required.
• Governance/Strategic level - Custody is tabled quarterly at BTP’s Audit, Risk,
Inspection and Compliance Board, which is chaired by the Deputy Chief
Constable and attended by the BTPA Finance, Audit and Risk Manager.

11.

• Authority level – The Head of Governance and Compliance, in coordination
with the Governance Manager and Finance, Audit and Risk Manager,
prepares annual updates for the Performance and Delivery Committee.
Data in custody use is routinely shared at each quarterly meeting of the
performance and Delivery Committee.

10.

Complaints also provide a form of assurance here too providing an insight
into the detainee’s experience and perception of legitimacy.

12.

OFFICIAL
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• Independent level – HMICFRS conduct unannounced custody inspections for
every force at least once every six years, the outcome of which is reported
to the BTPA Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee. BTP was last inspected in
January 2020. Recommended actions from that inspection have been
monitored at BTP and also by the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee.
HMICFRS inspection activity focused on public treatment taking place in May
is expected to touch on custody. Any significant outputs will be reported on
thereafter.

4.
6.

4.

5.

The BTP/A also participates in the Independent Custody Visiting (ICV)
Scheme through a collaboration agreement with the Mayor’s Office for
Policing and Crime (MOPAC), where MOPAC’s custody visitors conduct
unannounced visits to BTP custody facilities in London. BTP no longer has
custody facilities outside of London. Custody visitors are community
volunteers who provide an independent assessment of the treatment and
welfare of detained individuals.

Current Position
Independent Custody Visiting

8.
9.

4.2 The BTPA Executive meets with MOPAC on a quarterly basis to discuss the
operation of these independent visits and also has an open invite to the Chairs
and Panel meetings (as does BTP), through which minutes are captured and
circulated. The feedback received has generally been favorable with most
matters raised relating to estates, technology and staffing issues. These same
issues have also been identified through Member visits within the reporting
year.

7.

4.1 During the last performance year, independent custody visits to BTP’s primary
custody premises have continued, mainly with in-person visits as Covid-19
restrictions have eased. Visits have tended to be on a fortnightly footing as
opposed to weekly given the shortages of volunteers due to Covid and a need
to increase the strength of the Islington Panel. Visits should become more
frequent as the current year progresses. The intention is for additional visits to
also be carried out at the BTP’s contingency suite in Wembley.

10.
11.

Estates
4.3 The reduction in available cells due to defective heating was an issue for a
considerable time in 2021/22 despite repeated reporting to Mitie, the facilities
management contractors. This issue has now been addressed. A member of the
BTP Estates team attends the monthly meeting where custody staff collate any
issues for them to progress.

12.

OFFICIAL
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4.

Staffing
4.5 There has been some turnover in BTP custody staff over the last 12 months
which was identified as an issue both by ICVs and Members. This has been
addressed through recruitment campaigns and it is expected that the custody
team will be fully resourced in the next quarter. It is noted that the time taken
to reach this point has been considerable. An uplift to Dedicated Detention
Officer (DDO) salaries has now been approved as BTP was losing DDOs to the
MPS who paid higher rates.

2.

Technology
4.4 ICV reports and Members had reported custody staffs concerns in relation to
technological difficulties on their shifts throughout the year. The access to
technology has now seen an improvement with the deployment of the End User
Compute equipment.

5.
10.
11.
12.

4.10 Over the last 12 months, BTP has received 58 allegations in this category, the
service provided by BTP was deemed as unacceptable in relation to three
allegations and this was addressed through reflective practice. No themes can
be identified given the small number but of the three complaints where the
service was found to be unacceptable these related to unlawful detention,
search or interview. The 58 allegations in the detention category is against a
total of 1147 allegations in total covering all categories in this period.
Complaints about detention therefore equate to 6% of overall complaints for
the period.

9.

Complaints relating to detention
4.9 All complaints received against management and treatment of detainees
whilst in custody are captured by the Professional Standards Department
(PSD). It is reassuring to note that the number of such complaints is low.

8.

4.8 Members have visited BTP custody premises in the last quarter and commented
that custody seemed to be well run, with staff showing a genuine concern for
the welfare of detainees and for the transparent application of the law. Services
for the assessment of both mental and physical health risks are provided by
dedicated individuals.

7.

4.7 BTPA is working with MOPAC to look at potential areas for dip sampling
following a pilot that MOPAC are running where ICVs conduct in depth reviews
of a small sample of custody records. Despite the small number of records
reviewed, MOPAC have identified some interesting trends but the current
approach is labour intensive. The BTPA Executive will work with BTP to
determine how a similar process could add most value.

6.

4.6 The BTPA has received favourable feedback from custody visitors on a regular
basis. Within the feedback received, BTP custody staff have been commended
for their hard work and commitment to detainees in custody and made a point
of highlighting that the MPS could adopt best practice from BTP.

OFFICIAL
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5.

4.13 The majority of PACE reviews are conducted in person. Those reviewed
remotely are reviewed by the Chief Inspector with responsibility for custody
to ensure that the reasons provided are acceptable. There is the option for the
BTPA Executive to have greater exposure to this process if deemed
appropriate.

4.

Other relevant data
4.12 Use of force within custody is regularly reviewed and there have not been any
incidents to date which have required escalation.

3.

4.11 Of note, custody has not featured within any of the cases which have been
subject to the Complaint Review process. It is understood that custody is not
a prominent theme within complaints, but the BTPA Executive is continuing to
monitor cases to ensure that the BTPA is aware of trends and any cases which
have required referral to the Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC).

Appendix: Custody Performance Q4 2021/22
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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8 multi-agency Op Largo (MTA)
exercises at Category A Stations

3,867 intelligence-led taskings
completed to tackle crime
and safeguarding issues

32 ACT Awareness and operational
input sessions completed at Cat A
stations

3.

The support provided by Special Operations through intelligence-led taskings highlighted above make up a quarter of all Force activity. Joint working relationship continue
between BTP and Staffordshire counterparts to ensure a combined approach and clear and constructive dialogue with ongoing protests around HS2. Planning for the Civil
enforcement at BBW continues and the Force Intelligence Bureau continue to provide tactical assessments to understand where the protestors will go next.

2.

13,125 armed patrols
carried out at Cat A stations
for at least 30 minutes

1.

Preparing and protecting the railway from the impact of terrorist attacks

4.

Special Operations have ongoing joint work for the planning and Policing of Manchester Arena and the effects on BTP jurisdiction. This joint approach is working very well and
provides the support that is required in line with the recommendation from Enquiry. There is also continual work with the Ministry Of Defence to provide joint operational
planning for a number of special movements across the Force.

5.
10.
11.

OSU have obtained funding for additional proactive operations targeting football fans in an effort to gather evidence of the connection of drugs and serious violence
amongst fans, to take to government to change football legislation. The first operation was a success with clear evidence of drug usage there are 2 more operations
planned over the easter weekend that will target specific matches.

9.

Op Regency is a multiagency operation aimed at combatting the increase in robbery offences along the routes in the Croydon Area. This involves working with the MPS to
deal with robbery and violence offences both on and off BTP jurisdiction. Officers conducting additional patrol were able to arrest a suspect for a robbery that had just
occurred due to this new patrol strategy and a further five arrest where made for a number of wanted gang members involved in a string of robberies. MPS and BTP have
noted a reduction in robbery offences since the start of the operation and local counsellors in Croydon have noted the good work and provided additional funding for the
teams.

8.

Glasgow sector launched “Operation Haplont” a joint policing response to the youth related gang violence. Two rival gangs caused a significant amount of violence and
sadly, resulting in the death of a 14-year-old male. BTP and Police Scotland have worked extremely well together, ensuring intelligence was shared and joint patrols were
implemented, which has proven to be a success and limited the number of youths in the area, and created a significant reduction in violent acts. Midland have seen a
recent success in tackling gang violence. A group of youths presented in conflict on the Chase Line brandishing a machete and hand gun. Fast time enquires supported by
Staffordshire Police colleagues resulted in a raid on a house by BTP Officers arresting the offender who had brandished the handgun.

7.

Tackling serious violent crime and robbery on the railway for passengers and rail staff

6.

BTP are responsible for policing of the Eurostar, Kings Cross & St Pancras officers work closely with the MPS SO15, Border Force, French Police and Mitre security. BTP police
within the restricted zone and provide counter terrorism in terms of armed officers and other specialist teams such as Disruption Effects Officers. BTP mainly deal with
breaches of the Restricted Zones or issues of false ID documents. UKBF operates at Eurostar and BTP actively assists their officers who often have limited powers of
enforcement. UKBF regularly communicate to the Kings Cross & St Pancras sergeants of persons of interests or wanted people arriving/returning to the country or weapons
that have been brought into the UK.

12.

Op Viking / Engulf Patrols – Across Q4 the OSU utilised train patrols to cover multiple of Viking / Engulf locations in the same shift; targeting specific lines of routes where
there are multiple stations that come under these operations. Pending other operational needs, the OSU prioritises a minimum of one team assigned to these patrols every
late shift. These are additional to static Op Viking / Engulf deployments. Select Viking patrols are followed up with a Police Search the following day to detect weapons
hidden/discarded on sight of police activity. Numerous weapons are found and seized which are removed from the railway.
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1.

Partnership working focused at key locations with volume crime

2.

An E-PSP was created after a spate of cycle crime at Edinburgh Waverley and Haymarket Station. Network Rail assisted by implementing a number of target hardening
recommendations. Cycle crime is now down -20% overall. Cycle crime has increased across Reading during Q4, there has been a recent week of action with several covert
initiatives to identify suspects along with bike marking with TVP. Work is ongoing at St Albans around cycle crime to reduce offending ahead of the summer. A POCA bid has
been submitted around bike theft prevention for 100 bike locks per police post on B-North and 150 bike marking kits per post.
3.

Cable and metal theft has begun to increase quite dramatically across the Leeds District in some of the old traditional hot spot locations. South Yorkshire and the North East
are the particular problem locations at the moment. Partnership working with Network Rail and the proactive and initiative teams has led to scrap metal dealer checks to try
and disrupt the outlet for stolen cable.
4.

The Designing out crime unit and HS1 retail have worked in collaboration to complete a retail guide in relation to Crime Prevention advice for Network Rail specific to St
Pancras. This will assist with crime recording and making the process more streamlined. Another process being worked on is ensuring that all retailers are signed up for BTP’s
Digital Evidence Management system to ensure that CCTV can be easily transferred to BTP for shoplifting and theft investigations. PCSO’s have been allocated specific
retailers at St Pancras to engage with and visit during shifts with the aim to increase confidence with retailers and reduce retail theft at St Pancras.
5.
6.

Op Toyota (South Western route) is an ongoing operation that has seen additional funding secured from SWR which has allowed the South West posts (Richmond PNT,
Guildford and Bournemouth) to provide additional officers to carry out proactive line of route patrols to target volume route crime. This includes offences against staff, cycle
theft and other volume crime. Hotspot identified as Surbiton (revenue related) and Winchester (cycle crime) and joint working with SWR RCO’s and revenue teams along with
the BTP South West PNT to combat these rises in crime trends. Tactics include plain clothes patrols to detect as well as prevent crime.

Adopting problem-solving approach to policing Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) and violence
7.

D Division take part in the East Renfrewshire Tasking Group, a joint working group to assist in tackling youth related ASB. BTP have assigned mobile units which has led to a
positive impact on reducing incidents of ASB in and around stations; further deployments are planned particularly during the summer months. There are two Problem solving
plans focused on ASB Op Brevis and Op Odium. Youth access to alcohol has also been identified as a risk during the PSP process. Engagement with CAP (Community Alcohol
Partnerships) has taken place to look at educational and enforcement opportunities. BTP Edinburgh continue to work with partner agencies in relation to ASB and Violence
associated with Major Events. This included the Six Nations Rugby fixtures at Murrayfield. BTP is engaged with partners for Summer City 2022.

8.
9.

During the last Quarter Wales has seen a significant rise in youth related ASB, which has also resulted in an increase in trespass incidents. Partnership working was developed
to address a problem. Gwent Police were routinely implementing Sec 35 dispersals without notifying BTP and youths were congregating at Rhymney Valley Station. A smarter
process was called for and led to a joint operation with the Local Authority, Youth Offending Teams, Gwent Police and BTP with our NPT taking the lead role. This has resu ted
in a reduction in incidents, a lot of positive praise from the public and TOC alike, and the Team receiving an award at the recent NPT awards.

10.

Signiant focus on Ellesmere Port (Liverpool) over the last quarter due to increased ASB and gang related activity. Multi Agency partnership meetings have been in place and a
problem-solving plan to target the location. Numerous legislative options have been used such as dispersal orders and other mechanisms involving social services, local
schools and working in conjunction with the local police force. There has been a significant reduction in ASB incidents, however, officers continue to patrol the area and work
in partnership with Merseyrail to give reassurance to staff and train crew. BTP have successfully secured more funding from Merseyrail for a EPSA to continue this support.

11.
12.

A recent success was seen at Birmingham International which was seeing a rise in levels of youth disorder, violence and damage following the opening of new entertainment
complex on an adjacent site. A joint operation to tackle the issue. Dispersal notices were initiated at key times to cover all jurisdictional areas matched to patrol patterns.
Intelligence and CCTV enquiries identified key suspects and a two phased approach were adopted of active targeted patrol and offence investigation. The operation has led to
prosecutions and the restoration of public and industry confidence.

A suspension of the Midland Metro network due to technical faults in the last quarter has seen large areas of metro line all but abandoned from use, which in turn leads to a
increase in ASB and assaults. Working in conjunction with our Safer Travel counterparts set up a working group with the metro security manager to co-ordinate their limited
security presence with our patrol strategy. The Metro is an important economic structure for the West Midlands and so locally we are aiming to ensure a safe well-kept
33
infrastructure is in place for when services resume.
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1.

Protect, support and safeguard vulnerable people and those at risk of harm on the railway

2.

During Q4 D Division a number of meetings took place, chaired by the industry known as ‘locations of concern’. A recent development with the industry has been, at the
suggestion of BTP, a drone survey conducted by NWR of each location post fatality. This provides a more up to date aerial view of the locus and has assisted in identifying
vulnerabilities or access points that otherwise may have been missed. BTP Edinburgh officers continued to work alongside the County Lines Taskforce and Police Scotland
during coordinated days of action. Targeting County Lines activity is now very much business as usual and has led to an increase in drug detections.

3.
5.

Manchester District have carried out a number of operations with a specific focus on County Lines, following on from the intensification week in early Feb which included
joint deployments with Derbyshire police and DEOs in a large operation involving a mix of tactics between Piccadilly and Macclesfield. This has included encouraging
stakeholders to be ‘professionally curious’ and having conversations with people who may be in a vulnerable state.

4.

Wales recently introduced “Safe Space” programme at Cardiff Central, the designated place has been introduced by BTP and Transport for Wales for anyone who feels
vulnerable or needs help, the facility offers a safe place for NPT team to speak to anyone with safeguarding or welfare concerns, allowing officers to conduct enquiries with
relatives or partner agencies, without having to take people to a police station. Early indications are very positive, it has been very well received by the Welsh Government
and Support networks, future plans to extend the options across Wales, with Swansea being next.

6.

The homeless project with Shelter continues to provide officers with additional tools to assist with providing care and vagrancy alternatives to a large homeless community in
Manchester Piccadilly. PCSOs have continued to receive praise from Shelter and NWR and there is now a drop-in office on the station for Shelter to work from.

7.

An example of collaborative work with charities during the last quarter at Birmingham New Street saw a minor PCSO interaction with a homeless male develop into the
Officer assisting the male at the Council Offices to seek accommodation, attending a bank to arrange regular benefits and the male feeling supported enough to attend
hospital for medical treatment.

12.

OFFICIAL

11.

Southampton & Bournemouth Officers engaged with a high risk presenter and over time arranged for the BTP cadets to continue to support her. This has opened new lines
of communication and given her stability. This has improved her MH with less presentations and less concerns and has given her a renewed focus which she is using to work
towards a Duke of Edinburgh award. It has been recognised that through this additional work they have kept the female safe and may well have saved her life.

10.

In February officers were on scene at a controlled incident involving a male climbing onto a Eurostar train which caused huge disruption at St Pancras as the power lines had
to be switched off for the male’s safety. Officers successfully worked collaboratively with specialist assets such as the Working at Heights Team, London Ambulance Service,
London Fire Brigade, Network Rail, Eurostar and other TOCs affected to help the man down and brought the incident to a relatively quick conclusion and no casualties. The
male was arrested for malicious obstruction of the railway and immediately remanded to custody for his own safety.

9.

Special Operations have been responsible for coordinating Operation Overbridge relating to the protection and safe guarding of displaced persons from Ukraine by
developing an operation that covers major ports that directly link to BTP and working with partner agencies to ensure support and safe guarding is in place were required.

8.

In Wolverhampton a recent issue of serious concern arose from a 16 year old girl who was under Social Services care. She presented numerous times on the railway
threatening self-harm. This culminated in forty impending prosecutions, twenty of which were for assaulting Police Officers. The girl was dangerously vulnerable and the
Courts made a clear statement they would not remand her to custody. This resulted in an intense period of multi-agency discussions were BTP through the HaRT Unit and
local Midland Command presented a strong case for a S25 Children’s Act detention to protect her and allow services to engage with her. Despite the rarity of such a
detention this was achieved and prevented serious harm to the girl.
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1.

Reducing disruption through problem-solving activity at high impact locations

2.
3.

Activity at top 10 trespass hotspots continues and joint problem solving
plans are reviewed each month at Disruption Steering Group where
NWR, BTP & other Industry partners review current performance,
activity & recommendations to improve safety.

4.

A route crime hotspot is defined as a location with 12 or more route crime events in the
previous 12 months/13 railway periods (NR/L3/OPS/045/4.11). The locations in the above
table (sorted high to low on incidents for the last 13 periods) are the top 10 trespass route
crime hotspots nationally.

5.

8 of the top 10 locations were also noted during period 12.

6.

* Technical Asset
** Monitored CCTV

7.

Locations with technical assets in place have high incident count because
of camera activations (this includes Bellgrove and Priesthill & Darnley)
St Pancras – Trespass caused by people dropping items on the tracks and then going trackside to retrieve their property; further issue with people trespassing between
platforms to evade REOs/ticket blockades.

8.
9.

Slough – Males and Females presenting at location in acute distress/pre-suicidal behaviour – given the history of this location (8-month pregnant mother fatality in 2018 and
murder/suicide of mother and child in 2014), this is of particular concern. This has been raised with BTP Safeguarding and Vulnerability teams as an ongoing risk location, BTP
Imbedded Inspector for Western Route as well as the Network Rail Western Route Crime leads. Maidenhead has also been noted as this is the next stop from Slough.
Birmingham New Street – Ongoing issues with station layout and people taking shortcuts between platforms to avoid walking up the stairs and across the walkway to access
other platforms; individuals also walking off platform ends into the tunnels. Further issues with youth ASB and pre-suicidal behaviour.

11.

Ashford International – Trespass causational factors varied; it’s noteworthy that there are multiple reports of juvenile females trespassing at the location

10.

Clapham Junction – A combination of pre-suicidal activity, intoxicated adult males trespassing and youth ASB (train surfing)

12.

York – causational factors include individuals taking shortcuts, retrieving items from the tracks, pre-suicidal behaviour and intoxicated individuals. There are currently no
ticket barriers installed at the station due to the building having a listed status; a footbridge through the station is also regularly used as a shortcut from the town centre to a
residential area. These factors mean that members of the public are entering the station with no intent to travel or without holding a valid ticket.
Stapleton Road – CYP activity and males/females presenting in acute distress
OFFICIAL
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4.
5.
6.

During Q4 D Division have continued to enforce face mask compliance as restriction across Scotland differed to that across England and Wales. As restrictions have eased
and levels of service return to near normal, there has been fewer calls for service regarding face mask compliance. Returns are recorded via the power app on our mobile
devices, which evidences our proactive approach in maintaining high compliance.

3.

Since the easing of measures there has been a steady increase in the number of passengers using both the main line and Underground services across London which has led
to increase in crime. To combat the rise in crime, BTP have deployed both covert and overt assets on the mainline and Underground services to carry out patrols with a view
to providing high visibility/public reassurance and to observe/detect offences. Additional patrols have been carried out to support the barrier/revenue staff at the point of
boarding trains particularly due to a rise in the number of passengers attempting to travel without tickets. In addition officers have been undertaking a series of staff assault
meetings with the industry to look at how we can further improve our policing service to rail staff, some of whom have been away from the ‘front line’ for some time due to
Covid. Plans include extra training for officers in dealing with staff victims of violence, extra joint patrols and targeted analysis of the root causes of repeat victims.

2.

The pandemic demonstrated the bravery of Police Officers who operated initially without the appropriate PPE and stepped forward to protect and that duty is still being
demonstrated today by our Officers as we learn to live with Covid. Examples still exist of Officers being coughed on during arrests and with newer more infectious strains
Officers are still putting themselves at risk to protect the public and Industry staff . Although COVID-19 measures are all but removed Officers are still supporting staff in
conflicts over mask wearing where industry staff feel aggrieved at others not wearing masks.

1.

Supporting the railway through the Covid-19 pandemic and working together to implement relevant controls,
protecting the public, essential workers and rail staff as the industry adapts and returns to new levels of service.

Tackle sexual offences and incidents involving unwanted sexual behaviour
7.
8.

The violence against women and girls funding across the force has provided extra visibility within stations and on board trains, Senior Officers are also participating in 2
operational deployments per month. There is a clear link to these offences /unwanted sexual behaviour to football and our teams are briefed to be alive to this while carrying
out football escorts. All officers are continuously reminded to submit their activity through the tasking app when a patrol has been conducted, so that the evidence is being
captured accordingly. The Priority Crime Taskforce (PCTF) which came into effect last quarter is regularly detecting and dealing with VAWG related offences. The PCTF is a
plain clothes unit who specialises in detecting offences on board trains and stations. Their skills in spotting this behaviour and characteristic is being used to increase
detections for VAWG related offenders.

9.

Through continued encouragement and patrols through Operation Cerium D Division have seen a rise in reports including behaviours not previously been reported, indicating
a positive response to the campaign. To assist in promoting this D Division arranged a press day in February with interviews and film crews following officers on board train
journeys. The message was clear that no one should have to change their behaviour due to the unacceptable behaviour of others and everyone should challenge and report it.
Crimestoppers were also invited to launch their Sexual Harassment Campaign at Glasgow Central Station.

10.
11.

A positive arrest was made for a male posing as military police; he is known for stalking women and on this occasion has approached a lone female and falsely claimed to be a
police officer. There was also a reported rape and serious sexual assault on a juvenile at Manchester Piccadilly which was reported to us several days later. Due to diligent
work from CID, this has resulted in a suspect being arrested on suspicion and bailed whilst enquiries are ongoing. Sexual harassment is a key focus for all at the station and
have added nominals and intelligence to the weekly briefing to ensure officers are fully aware of any suspects. Further successes have seen the arrest, charge and remand at
Birmingham of an offender who committed a series of sexual offence acts over three days but following quick time CCTV actions, diligent enquiries and public assistance was
apprehended and committed to Court preventing further victims. In Stafford Officers were alerted to a distressed female victim who had locked herself in a train toilet for
safety. On realising she was safe with attending Officers she disclosed a sexual assault onboard the service leading to an immediate arrest of the suspect.

12.

Whilst on patrol officers discovered a male who had airdropped a sexual image to a 15-year-old girl on the Thameslink. Officers dialled the number provided with the image
sent where the suspect’s phone rang. He was arrested for Outraging Public Decency and bailed with conditions not to use the rail network under any circumstances except for
436
medical or legal purposes.
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1. Purpose of paper
1.1

To provide for information and review a set of Policing Plan KPIs for the
quarterly Policing Plan dashboards to focus on in the 2022/23 business year.
5.

2. Background

2.2

The PDC 2022-23 workplan includes a standing item to provide a quarterly
update on Policing Plan performance. For 2021-22, this update is composed of
performance dashboards supported by a narrative commentary.

7.

The 2022-25 Policing Plan was circulated and endorsed at the Full Authority
meeting on 30 March 2022, but ‘noting that the Force had yet to conclude
work to identify commitments for A Division’. The endorsed Policing Plan has
been included in the background papers for this meeting.

6.

2.1

3. Policing Plan objectives and KPIs for 2022-23

In drawing up the proposed dashboards the focus has been to strike a balance
between keeping the dashboards high level while including sufficient detail
that they are illustrative of performance against the overarching objective.

3.3

The A Division KPIs that are to be included in the published version of the
Policing Plan are still to be confirmed at the time of writing. As such, the KPIs
proposed for the A Division dashboard are largely for illustrative purposes and
will be finalised prior to the 2022-23 quarter 1 meeting.

10.

3.2

9.

The proposed dashboard format that has been used to set out the KPIs is
based on the format used for the PDC in 2021/22. It is noted, however, that
the Force is undertaking a review of its performance reporting, and as such
this is something to consider once it has been completed.

8.

3.1

3.4 It is proposed that the dashboards be subject to further review prior to the
quarter 1 PDC meeting, which takes place on 7 September 2022.
11.

4

Recommendations
4.1

The Committee note the proposals for information and review.
12.

Official
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